Triangles at Play
An RCQG Summer Mystery Quilt
Clue #2–Peaky and Spike Blocks

Some of you might need to borrow the rulers or templates to make these. You
will have a couple of weeks before these are joined to another block.
As far as we know, these are the five (5) ways to make these. If you have any of
the rulers below, you can check the attached videos to remind yourself how to
use them.
I have added photos for the Marti Michell templates (#4 below). The
foundation paper piecing is available for those of you who enjoy this process.
1. Tri-Recs Tool (2-piece ruler set)
Sew Easy: How-to use the Tri-Recs™ Tool (Peaky and Spike)
2. Deb Tucker’s V-Block Trimmer
V-Block Trimmer
3. Marti Michell Peaky and Spike Rulers (2-piece ruler set)
Marti and Nat SMM EPM 2015 - Peaky and Spike (In French and English)
4. Marti Michell templates
Set C–Templates 16 & 17
5. Foundation Paper Pieced

Cutting for Clue #2
From Background Fabric:
● CUT three (3) strips 3 ½” width of fabric (WOF). You
may need to cut four (4) strips if your fabric is not fully 40.”
○ Subcut strips into sixty (60) centres for the block.

From Fabric #4:
● CUT three (3) strips 3 ⅝” WOF. Again, you may need
to cut four (4) strips if your fabric is not fully 40.”
○ Subcut into sixty (60) left and sixty (60) right
sides for the block. Cutting through two layers
with wrong sides together makes one of each.

Piecing for Clue #2
1. Arrange pieces for each block beside your machine to check that you
have the side pieces oriented the right way.

2. Sew either the left or the right piece onto the centre. Press to fabric #4.
3. Sew the other side onto the centre. Press to fabric #4.
4. Trim blocks to 3 ½” unfinished (3” finished) if necessary.

